
Lisburn Rugby 

Lisburn beat Malone 2s in Conference League 

Malone 2s 3 – Lisburn 31 

Following a harrowing start to their season as a result of numerous injuries and the 
occasional unavailability of some key players, the Connect Telecom Lisburn 1st XV at last 
got their season on track with a well earned win over Malone 2s in the Conference League 
at Cregagh.  Within minutes of the start they opened the scoring following an Andrew 
Barron break through on the 22 metre line and he handed on to supporting open side 
flanker Chris Cummings who went over near the posts.  Josh Reid converted to make it 
0-7.  The same player then widened the margin to 0-10 with a well taken drop goal, a 
form of scoring not seen very often from Lisburn teams in the current era. 

Lisburn were now playing with determination in an attempt to stem the flow of poor 
results over the early weeks of the season.  Welcoming back a few key players and also a 
few new faces, they took the game to the larger opposition and provided some good ball 
for their backline to test the home defence.  It remained scoreless for both teams until 
after the interval but within five minutes a loose kick to full back Craig Walsh was 
punished as he took off up the pitch and ran through numerous grasping hands before 
finally putting prop Phil Jefferson in for the score.  Reid again added the extras to make it 
0-17.  Malone kept up the pressure, however, and were rewarded with a penalty.   

On thirty minutes we saw one of the best tries of the game.  After good breakout work 
from props Jamie Dickson and Phil Jefferson, Andrew Barron continued the move with one 
of his trademark marauding runs up the pitch and when stopped he had second row Alan 
Hughes on hand to claim an excellent score under the posts.  Reid again converted to 
make it 3-24.  Shortly afterwards, Lisburn lost big second row Jonny Davis with a head 
injury, followed shortly afterwards with the departure of Chris Cummings due to cramp 
and Lisburn were down to 14 players.  However, this setback did not stop them and in 
injury time a strong run up the left hand touchline by winger John Torrens saw him 
outstrip the defence to score in the corner.  An excellent conversion from Josh Reid saw 
them to 3-31 and a bonus point was in the bag. 

Next Saturday Lisburn host high flying Coleraine at Blaris and this will be a much tougher 
proposition. A lot of work on the training pitch will be necessary to tackle this challenge.  
The second XV were also playing at the weekend and toppled a visiting Donegal outfit at 
Blaris.  The third XV came second to Lurgan 2s.  Next Saturday the 2s and 3s are also at 
home in the first round of their Cup competitions so there will be a big day of rugby at 
Blaris.   

 


